
To whom it may concern, especially "Whitey"'  for review by CanuckLaw.ca & real Canadians;

also to Government: National Defence, Federal and Provincial Police, MP, MPP, all Courts;

To guide "Whitey" and Government, in national security endeavours, the following examples may 
serve as illustrations:

Adopt the following non-legally binding working definition of anti-white:

1. "Anti-white-ism is a certain perception of white people, which may be expressed as hatred 
toward white people. Rhetorical and physical manifestations of ant white-ism are directed toward 
White individuals and/or their property, toward White nation state sovereignty, central bank 
sovereign currency, financial institutions, community institutions,  and religious facilities, morals, 
ethics and beliefs, true values and family values, white enterprise, white families, laws related to 
traditional national identity, the founding people, ethno-nationalism, legal enforceable 
constitutions of, by and for the founding people";

2. Manifestations might include the targeting of the country of Canada, or nation state 
sovereignty, the founding people of Canada, conceived as a real Canadian collectivity, white 
Canadians, nationalists, patriots, straight white people. However, criticism of Canadians similar 
to that levelled against any other country cannot be regarded as anti-Canadian. Anti-white-ism 
frequently charges white people with conspiring to harm humanity, and it is often used to blame 
white people for “why things go wrong.” or that it is Whitey's fault. It is expressed in speech, 
writing, visual forms and action, and employs sinister stereotypes and negative character traits;

3. Modern and historical examples of anti-white-ism in public life, government, public and private 
institutions and enterprise, the media, schools, the workplace, and in the religious environment 
can, in consideration of general and specific communication, documentation, related materials, 
actions or otherwise, context, include, but are not limited to:

4. Promotion, requesting unified force deployment, organized crime, including anti racist actions, 
or justify the killing, harming, acts of crime, treason, genocide, war, immorality, debt, slavery, 
sickness, disease, persecution, discrimination, reverse discrimination, towards white people in 
the name of a radical ideology or an extremist view of religion, this includes foreign governments 
masquerading as a religion, or religious states and constitutes "enemy combatants" whether as 
enemies foreign and domestic; 

5. The "enemies foreign and domestic" also includes any and all communication and actions by 
the "not real Canadian founding people", non-white, corrupted white race traitors, mulatto, 
mongrel, mixed and miscegenation people, and those with a counterfeit identity and citizenship 
which high jacks, creates or otherwise, the "Canadian" the indigenous "Canadian" whether living 
in Canada or not, ;

6. The "enemies foreign and domestic"  express hate, hate speech and are engaged in hate 
crimes, including direct, indirect and proxy actions, that exempt themselves from civilized 
behaviour to justify acts of aggression, genocide, war, treason, immorality, hate, debt, slavery, 
sickness, disease;

7. The acts of aggression:

7.1 includes hate, genocide, treason and  war that include but not limited to; super imposed 
control, super imposed culture, cultural programming, corruption of morals and values, any and 
all forms of cultural marxism, psychological operations, propaganda and mind control, overt and 
covert messages and programming, including subliminal, graphic arts, radio frequency 
broadcasts;
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7.2 includes any and all organizations, actions, agreements or super imposed supra-national 
governments, agents, entities, enterprise, persons, whether elected or not, proxy, influence by 
extortion, ransom, blackmail, felony, terrorism, which is the use of force or the threat of the use of 
force;

7.3 includes hate, genocide, war and treason, against nation state sovereignty, including the 
form of government, self government and democratic institutions, corruption of institutions, 
counterfeit and fraudulent monarchy including identity, royal fraud, styles and titles fraud, 
fraudulent credentials, misrepresentation, deception, counterfeit government, counterfeit identity, 
identity fraud, or other status, fraudulent elections, election fraud and misrepresentation, such as 
outright lies, deception and total reversal of stated intentions, fraudulent oaths, invalid oaths, 
oaths, including actions of being engaged, involved, corresponding with, collaborating with, 
allied, allegiance or implicated in relationships,  in, to, or, with, foreign criminal agencies, entities, 
organisations, persons, ideologies, associations, agreements, protocols, agendas, plans, 
including any and all "enemies foreign and domestic" enemy combatants;

7.4 includes hate, crime, treason, genocide, war and immorality by "enemy combatants" and 
"enemies foreign and domestic" which also includes:

7.5 Mass media communication and big tech, social media, television, radio, so called 
"entertainment" and "the news media" which can include;

7.6 the "educational system" involved in primarily, but not limited to, cultural marxism, total hate 
against white people, anti family, anti real family values, anti straight white;

7.7 White race destruction : race hate, race traitors, race mixing, miscegenation, sexual 
genocide, (which includes birth control, contraceptives that are endocrine disruptors with gender 
bending and gender switching chemicals, homo-sexuality, paedophilia, feminism,  
transgenderism, questioning)

7.8 Race and nation traitors: subversion, insurrection, globalism, liberalism, internationalism, anti 
nation state sovereignty, regicide (destruction of real royalty), democide (destruction of 
democracy) homo-fascism, environmentalism, total treason, no loyalty to the tribe, unless the 
tribe is an "enemy combatant" and "enemies foreign and domestic" then that is a badge of 
honour for them and a real victory for the unknown and unrecognized real supremacist which is 
an  "enemy combatant" and "enemies foreign and domestic" can you identify the enemy yet? ;

7.9 Drug genocide (toxic anti viral drugs, destruction of physical, sexual and mental capacities), 
GMO weed, nanotechnology, recreational drugs GI drugs, prescription drugs that degenerate the 
body, ruin health, cause sickness, disease and death;

7.10 Chemical genocide, chem trails, poisoned food, water and air, vaping and e-cigarette neuro 
toxins and other toxic chemicals, endocrine disruptors, pesticides, glyphosate, atrazine, benzine, 
nucleotides, honey bee genocide, plastic genocide, microwave technology, microwave bio-
weapons, smart meters, cell phone towers, illegal super imposed 5G satellite bio-weapon and 
weaponization of space, censorship of 3G, 4G & 5G bio-weapon technology facts as "conspiracy 
theories" to be censored is also hate, some people hate truth, and hate people that know truth;

7.11 Vaccine genocide (bio-weapons), mRNA gene editing and gene modification, synthetic 
genes and DNA, race specific bio-weapons;

7.12 Truth, Values and Morality genocide, anti values and no values, true values and family 
values are to be destroyed, situational ethics, not industrious work ethic, to be open minded is to 
be immoral, to have standards, values, know right from wrong, wise from unwise, good from evil, 
is to be closed minded, selfish, inflexible, harsh, racist etc etc etc et al...;
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7.13 Real History Genocide, historical revisionism, white oppression, white supremacy, white 
dominance, one person that does not meet any of the social justice warriors "virtue signalling" 
therefore all white people are the same evil white people, aka conform to our narrative of super 
imposed counterfeit values and standards, anti historical statues, colonialism oppression, land 
thieves, etc et all are all hate, acts of hate crime and hate speech, which is also crime, treason, 
genocide, war against white people, in particular the founding people of Canada, and the pre-
existing indigenous Canadian, Acadian and First Nation;

7.14 Super imposed cultural marxism in any and all documents, curriculum and communications 
of all subjects and topics, economic and industrial genocide, nationalist and patriot genocide 
required for national security and defence of Canada, and civil defence by and for white people, 
the founding people of Canada, system racism against white people, the promotion of 
stereotypes that white people are evil, who practice colonialism etc, disqualifying whitey, 
censoring white, only whites are racists, white nationalists are supremacists, supremacists are 
evil or otherwise;

7.15 Government actions, any and all agents, entities, ministries, departments or otherwise, 
either elected or not, employed, contracted or services and products rendered by any means 
under any condition, including the Canadian government which includes any and all actions, 
definitions, laws, policies or otherwise, involved, engaged, actions or words, concerning 
corresponding hate speech, crime, treason, genocide, war, immorality and debt :

7.16 Government actions against white people, against the founding people of Canada, against 
the indigenous people now living in the political territory known as Canada, including indigenous 
Canadians, Acadian and First Nations, against Quebec and Quebecois, which also includes;

7.17 Government being engaged, involved or implicated in; cultural war, multicultural war, 
economic war, information war, demographic war, related to immigration, invasion, replacement 
migration, special, temporary, student and work visas, residency and citizenship, citizenship 
fraud, super imposed foreign immigration, invasion, race traitors, race treason, subversion, 
insurrection, enable, augment, amplify certain national security risks and threats, while 
simultaneously denying, or not acknowledgement of threats and risks of "enemies foreign and 
domestic" and "enemy combatants" including double standards, including actions or not actions 
that increase national security risks and threats, selling out the country, trade deals, ownership, 
control and voting of resources, industries, communications, financial infrastructure, 
transportation infrastructure, or otherwise, enabling the plundering, or other actions, fraud, crime, 
treason, genocide, war, immorality and debt, or Canada, Canadians, resources, industries, 
enterprise, communities, families and individuals; these acts of war are acts of hate, making it a 
crime, hate speech and hate law, to criticize or hate those engaged in war, hate, hate speech 
and hate law, is also an act of war, pre-emptive war, hate, hate speech, and contrary to hate law, 
and also concerning "collaborateurs" ;

7.18 "Collaborateurs" are those who are involved in, co-operate with, agree with, promote the 
interests, definitions, changes to law, enforcement or otherwise are also defined as "enemy 
combatants" and "enemies foreign and domestic" and are themselves involved directly as being 
involved, engaged and implicated in hate, crime, treason, genocide, war, immorality and debt, 
including the criminalisation or censoring of individuals who are opposed to "enemy combatants" 
and "enemies foreign and domestic" as those express actions of collaborateurs defrauding 
freedom of speech, which includes criticism of policies and laws, often super imposed by supra 
national entities, and are "enemy combatants" and "enemies foreign and domestic" "treason to 
whiteness is loyalty to the planet etc" which is a very real and verifiable actions to rig the system 
in advance to totally censor opposition and speech so that there is no recourse, no possible 
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justice, no possible alternative point of view, no possible technique to neutralize the very real 
evident and not so evident national security threats and risks to Canada, towards white people, 
towards the founding people of Canada and the pre-existing "indigenous Canadian" people, 
Acadians, First Nations who pre-existed the creation of the Canadian political entity and the 
British North America Act of 1867; no possible relevant and dynamic option until now, of course;

7.19 Actions against the British North America Act of 1867, against the Magna Carta, which also 
includes the use of counterfeit and illegal Constitution of 1982, the illegal Multicultural Act and 
corresponding and related instruments and tactics of hate, hate crime, hate speech;

7.20 Any and all government masquerading as religions, as the government-religion is one that 
includes both civil and religious law, Judaism, Sharia Law, often utilizing a religious or church 
front or illusory facade to hide the true nature of government, including the practice of ideologies 
not commonly know, accepted, understood or perceived as a government, such as liberalism, 
globalism, internationalism, new world order (not specified whose or what new world order), 
cultural marxism, judaeo-communism, satanism, paedophilia, child sacrifice etc., 
environmentalism, Anthropological Global Warming etc et al, protocols, plans, agendas, modus 
operandi, operating systems, economic systems, debt based currency systems;

7.21 "Foreign control", considered as a foreign national, non-white, non-national, domestic non-
national, non-nationalist, which also includes any and all types of control, super imposed control, 
the "ownership, control, voting, influence, editing and censoring power" of the entity, persons, 
agency, organisation or otherwise, suppression censoring freedom of speech, the degree, 
percentages and overwhelming influence of mass media, and government, that are classified as 
"enemy combatants" and "enemies foreign and domestic" notwithstanding the "official narrative" 
of government, judicial, legal or other communications, policies, definitions, agreements, 
understanding, memorandums, protocols, secret society, foreign unions, modus operandi, 
agendas, supra national organisations, are considered as national security threats;

7.22 National Security threats are a threat to national defence, national communications security, 
freedom of speech, freedom of association, democracy, government integrity, and nation state 
sovereignty, civil defence, industrial defence, enterprise defence, economic, monetary and 
currency integrity and defence, socio-economic integrity and defence, moral integrity and 
defence, Made in Canada integrity and defence, real Canadian founding people demographic  
integrity and defence, Elections integrity and defence, community integrity and defence, family 
and individual personal integrity, health and defence, print media integrity and defence, radio, 
television and audio/visual technology and communications infrastructure integrity and defence, 
unity and purpose integrity and defence, national identity integrity and defence, government 
integrity and defence, the continuation of peace, order and good government integrity and 
defence, defence technology, infrastructure, personnel and mission integrity and defence, 
electronic telecommunication integrity and defence;

7.23 National Security threats includes hate, crime, treason, genocide, war and immorality by 
"enemy combatants" and "enemies foreign and domestic" not only in mass media, but other 
public and private entity, persons, agency, organisation or otherwise, which also includes the 
pre-emptive aggressive actions to censor freedom of speech, the labeling of white people's 
criticism towards  "enemy combatants" and "enemies foreign and domestic" as hate speech, a 
hate crime or otherwise, that is contrary to, opposed to, or creating greater understanding, 
awareness, perspective and perception concerning general and specific subjects, or topics 
related to, but not limited to; 

7.24 Any and all forms of denial of the "official narrative" or "official super imposed history, 
including historical and fraudulent revisionism, the victim card, race card, anti-ethnic, anti-ethno-
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religious, denial of various space time events commonly promoted and accepted as undisputed 
fact, and making the belief in or promotion of alternate space time events as illegal, criminal, a 
hate speech, hate crime, or otherwise, that is commonly practiced by mass censorship, 
repetition, attacks on other opinions, views, beliefs, experiences, understanding, research, intel, 
observed characteristics, personalities, stereotypes or otherwise;

7.25 When the government makes the definition of hate speech and hate crime to include, any 
and all forms of criticism to actions by the government; which also includes the practice of 
liberalism, liberal fascism, cultural marxism, globalism or otherwise, general and specific crime, 
treason, genocide, war, immorality and debt, is also included and considered as acts of 
aggression and is anti white, anti nation state, anti straight white, anti founding people, anti pre-
existing indigenous Canadian, Acadian and First Nations; then the government is guilty and 
implicated, engaged and involved in, words, thoughts and actions that, includes hate, genocide, 
war and treason, in accordance with any and all types of terrorism, utilized against nation state 
sovereignty, terrorism being the use of force or the threat of the use of force; which includes, but 
not limited to, any and all kinetic warfare, cyber warfare, information warfare, psychological 
operations and warfare, general and specific censorship, collusion and as "collaborateurs" with 
"enemy combatants" and "enemies foreign and domestic" ; and 

7.26 The use of electronic voting equipment, closed source hardware and operating systems, 
censorship, cyber warfare, information warfare, this represents hate against honest elections, 
honest democracy, honest government, proportional representation and that one person, one 
vote, a war against the individual, war against freedom and also constitutes censorship, cyber 
warfare and hate against legitimate government, elections and also constitutes crime, treason, 
genocide, is immoral, unethical and is not honest representation, is subject to other criminal acts, 
falsification, fraud, omission, cancel culture in addition to other realities such as;

7.27 Counterfeit democracy, counterfeit money, including debt created electronic currency 
creation that is the exclusive jurisdiction of a central bank, counterfeit and illegal law and 
unconstitutional regulations, enforcement of counterfeit, illegal and unethical laws and 
regulations, an un-elected ruling class immune from prosecution, liability or other legal actions, 
including but not limited to, deep state, rogue governments, homo-fascists, pedophiles, traitors, 
genocide maniacs, sociopaths, psychopaths, war mongers, one world government, secret 
societies, allegiance to a foreign criminal agency, whether or not indicted or not, charged or not, 
or otherwise; which is also those who endeavour or all involved, engaged, implicated as 
collaborateurs, in collusion, conspiracy to defraud, commit crime, treason, genocide, war, debt, 
immorality, and aggression against nation state sovereignty; as

7.28 Anti-Nation State, the Destruction and elimination of nation state sovereignty, corruption 
extortion control and terrorism entities, organisations, agents, individuals, associations, either 
direct or indirect, global elite, internationalists, supra-national governments, entities, 
organisations and agreements and agents acting contrary to legitimate and legal constitutions, 
common law, common law courts, and contrary to Peace, Order and Good government, 
prohibitions towards private property, the right to self defence, the right to have and bare arms, 
national, industrial, enterprise and civil defence, censorship, trade deals that enable, augment 
and amplify typically without recourse, challenge, investigation or audit, related to plundering the 
country by internationalists, globalists, special groups, foreign sovereign funds, sovereign or 
counterfeit governments, investment groups or other public and private entities, organisations, 
enterprise, individuals and associations, in incorporated on un-incorporated state regardless of 
jurisdiction, ownership, voting, control, editing and censoring, management power, and other 
detrimental anti social and un-civilized behaviour, typically practiced by inferior species such as 
goblins, or other entities, those who are morally, ethically and spiritually corrupt, sexually and 
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morally degenerate, have been radicalized by cultural marxism, including any and all forms of 
communism, anti nation state agendas, sexually degeneracy and immoral character having 
greatly reduced or no true values that are pro-life and respecting of life, inalienable rights, 
freedom, personal sovereignty and nationality and whiteness.

7.29 Making inflammatory, explosive, corrosive, demeaning, derogatory, negative, 
dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations, innuendo about White People as such or 
the power of White People as a collective — such as, especially but not exclusively, the myth 
about a world White Supremacist conspiracy or only White People are Racists, White Nationalist 
are Evil, White Nationalists are terrorists, white people are sick and need psycho social 
programming, and if they fail, they need to be killed, or of White People controlling the media, 
economy, government, banks,  or other societal institutions, including jobs, careers, and that they 
are racist and privileged;

7.30 Accusing White People as a people of being responsible for real or imagined wrongdoing 
committed by a single White person or group, or even for acts committed by non-White People, 
this includes staged PsyOps, journo-terrorism, trolls etc. that attempt to discredit, falsify, deceive 
and control open and honest debate, opinions and facts, also, false flag events and total lies, 
deception and misrepresentation and omission of the facts, not correcting the errors, lies and 
omissions, engaged in bogus fact checking to eliminate those that do not conform to their 
narrative and official consensus of super imposed non-reality or illusory reality, and excluding 
other un-official alternate narratives, private investigative research, citizen journalism, alternate 
media contrasted with information warfare;

7.31 Denying and/or being engaged and/or involved in the existence, technology and 
deployment of anti white, anti nation state activities, agendas or otherwise (microwave bio-
weapons such as 3G, 4G, 5G, the Coronavirus 5G bio-weapon, 5G space based satellite bio-
weapon systems, smart meters and cell phone towers, GMO, pesticides, glyphosate, food 
poisoning, chem trails, water poisoning, endocrine disruptors, including birth control pills with 
diethylstilbestrol and related gender bending and gender switching chemical, including benzene 
in condoms, toxic drugs, toxic anti-viral drugs, vaccine fascists, pharma and vaccine terrorists, 
vaccines, so-called mRNA vaccines that are not real vaccines but gene modifying bio-weapons 
tools of genocide, also including vaccine genocide, drug genocide, sexual genocide, education 
genocide, the medical mafia, medical fascists and criminal entities and agents, illegal supra-
national super imposed agreements and regulations by compromised traitors and disloyal people 
with allegiance to another country, nation, enthno-religious group, entity, association, enterprise, 
individuals, class or group of people or entities);

7.32 Denying and/or engaged and/or involved in toxic media, censorship of "Whitey", "kill Whitey" 
in any and all types of media communication technology including but not limited to radio, 
television, internet, magazines, movies, official government or enterprise documentation and 
correspondence, subliminal, covert and more obvious graphic arts including music, radio 
frequencies and policies of reverse discrimination, including reference to White people do not 
apply, Whitey is disqualified, Whitey can't talk, Whitey doesn't count and White opinions 
regardless of intelligence, achievement, credentials, success or otherwise are not to be included, 
qualified, validate, accepted, considered or otherwise, anti racist, which is anti white, mass media 
campaigns, agendas and operating systems, algorithms, programs, also known as mainstream 
fakestream news and so called entertainment, engaged in propaganda, mind control, the 
corruption of true values, morals and ethics, anti nation state sovereignty, the censorship of 
honest debate including contrasting white editorial opinions, in particular of real family, Canadian 
white founding people, in addition to where the inclusion of white people in mass media,  
government, political parties or otherwise, in the context that they are in the acceptance crowd of 
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liberalism, liberal fascists, cultural marxists, communists, homo fascists, puppets, race traitors, 
sexually degenerate, homosexual, transgender, pedophiles, terrorists, anti white, anti-racists 
(anti white) people that appear white but not real Canadian founding people, but mixed race with 
allegiance to a non white race, people, religion or otherwise, that is not known to have traditional 
white characteristics of white civilisation, or those who have been corrupted by foreign religions, 
ethno-religious states, governments, ideologies and governments masquerading as religions or 
other entities with anti white agendas and operations, financing or otherwise, discrediting, 
defaming or otherwise engaged in negative actions, words and deeds concerning white people, 
in particular straight white people and the founding people of Canada, the white Aryan nation 
anywhere in the world;

7.33 Denying and/or engaged and/or involved in in the War against the family, the promotion of 
diversity which is a code word for white genocide, race mixing, race traitors, race genocide, 
sexual genocide, alternate immoral lifestyles of non hetero-sexual couples, anti family, anti 
straight white family, contrary to the real family that is a man and women, the promotion, 
acceptance and laws pertaining to homosexual marriage, homosexuals adopting, homosexuals 
having artificial insemination, abortion, infanticide, notwithstanding the corruption and immorality 
of governing agents and laws to legalize the destruction of the real traditional family which is the 
foundation of society, with something corrupt and immoral, miscegenation and the promotion and 
glorification of race mixing, the excluding of white people in commercials, in typical mass media, 
television and movies, of having the white women paired up with an non-white person, or having 
white people represented as evil, immoral, the old weak white man, the bumbling idiot, confused, 
mentally sick, in contrast with non white races as having the superior, athletic, sexual prowess, 
professional, character integrity, genius, health, vitality, career success, holier than thou, social 
justice virtue signalling, that whiteness is inferior and race mixing and non-white is superior, 
prestigious and ideal;

7.34 Additionally, diversity does not include white people, straight white people, nationalists, 
patriots, people that talk about illegal, unethical and anti white criticism of the government, mass 
media, white entrepreneurs, white trades people, inventors, successful white families, individuals, 
people that talk about the truth, facts, reality, ask questions, challenge the super imposed mass 
media narrative, object to super imposed illegal law, such as the illegal 1982 Constitution, the 
Multiculturalism Act, illegal Hate laws, censoring white people, those who object mass 
vaccination which is actually a bio-weapon utilized in genocide and war vector scenarios to make 
the population sick, weak, diseases, and incompetent in psychological, mental, emotional, 
physical, financial, spiritual and individual self defence and nation defence;

7.35 Denying and/or being engaged or involved in genocide, warfare, libel, slander, character 
defamation, hate, hate speech and the incitement of hate against white people,  includes 
labelling, classifying, defining or implying that Whitey is a conspiracy theorist, or that it is 
conspiracy theory, refusing to review evidence in cases of fraud, including election fraud, and 
any type of crime, treason, genocide, war, immorality, debt, sickness, disease, system racism, 
which also includes hate against the anti-vaxxer, in particular the white anti-vaxxer, the straight 
white anti-vaxxer, labelling nationalists, patriots, conservatives, anti-vaxxers as terrorists, 
national security risks, evil white men, the promotion of credentialism and arbitrary demands 
which risk personal and national security, with agenda to discredit, disqualify, diminish, belittle, 
exclude, exempt any and all comments, research, knowledge, intel, stories, events, that can 
trigger denial of service, ability to acquire, utilize or make available services, or products or 
participate in discussion, development, communications, consulting awareness or otherwise 
pertaining to relevant topics, subjects, events, actual and hypothetical scenarios, editorial and 
personal opinions;
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7.36 Denying and/or being engaged or involved in simultaneous and sequential discrimination, 
doxing, denial of service, or intentionality of the genocide of the Canadian founding people at the 
hands of anti nation state anti white entities, institutions, governments, organizations, ethno-
religious states, foreign and not real Canadian founding people owned controlled, voted and 
edited media,  enterprise and associations, including the censoring of free speech, making 
criticism of others a hate crime, making hate law, super imposing hate law and speech laws on 
the founding people, white people, in particular the founding people of Canada, not only white 
people in general, as not all white people are the indigenous Canadian that pre-existed before 
Confederation, the founding of Upper and Lower Canada and also the British North America Act 
of 1867, and its supporters and accomplices during White genocide (the Holocaust). In 
accordance with super imposed hate speech laws, government, agents, entities, individuals, 
political parties and Members of Parliament and Members of Legislatures, elected and un-
elected personnel, anyone involved in working with, aiding and abetting, engaged in the 
promotion, agreements, understanding, definition, laws, concerning hate speech, and so called 
hate law and regulations are engaged in crime, treason, genocide and war against white people, 
and also guilty of hate, conspiracy to defraud, fraud, election fraud, identity fraud, being a 
puppet, selling out the country, being a national security risk, aiding and abetting a terrorist 
organization which terrorism is the use of force or the threat of the use of force, are disqualified 
from any position in government in elected or un-elected capacity, forfeit without compensation, 
with fraudulent oaths and evident treason and guilty of the practice of crime, treason, genocide, 
war and hate, including any and all corruption of law enforcement of the country, whether 
military, judicial, police or otherwise, in particular against the founding people of Canada, of 
which the British North America Act of 1867 exists for as an enforceable law, not a counterfeit 
law, or counterfeit constitution, with criminal agendas and actions;

7.37 Denying and/or engaged and/or involved in a) the corruption of "Educational Institutions" 
with the dumbed down curriculum, super imposed anti nation state agendas, poisoned bodies 
and minds, any types of immoral degeneracy, genocide and treason, history revisionism, cancel 
culture, censoring, destroying history including statutes of historical figures of Canada, real 
Canadian founding people, super imposed cultural marxism either covert subliminal or evident in 
lessons, work assignments, curriculum, in any and all topics and subjects, communications, 
correspondence, tangible and intangible materials, or otherwise, race hate, race treason, the use 
of lighting, colours and radio and electromagnetic frequency, including microwave technologies 
b) to cause detrimental effects on the body mind soul, the induction of trance, hypnosis, 
negative neuro-linguistic programming, reduce bio-physical vitality, brain function and brain wave 
states, bio-energy effects controlling or influencing emotions, mood, focus or inability to focus, 
confusion, disorientation, suggestibility, hypnotic states, effects, c) influence and control of 
personal, group, race, sexual, religious identity, self esteem and self worth, compliance, 
conformity, or open mindedness, that is also known as the acceptance of unethical and immoral 
thoughts, situational ethics, words and actions, or otherwise including but not limited to 
psychological operations, propaganda, mind control and d) the degradation of faculties of 
reasoning power, logic, rhetoric, critical analysis, memory formation and memory recall, including 
competence, capabilities and health, which also includes e) attacks against white people with 
character and true values, real Canadian values, real family values, moral courage, the 
principles that made us successful, real conservative Christian ethics, character building, 
righteousness and righteous character, wisdom, useful relevant knowledge, understanding, 
perspective, perception, debt free economics, personal and health sovereignty, nation state 
sovereignty, industrious work ethic, individual creative imagination, individual initiative, 
independence, fortitude and resolution to succeed, self discipline and self control, honour, duty, 
intelligent thoughtful patriotism, being national security rated, an asset to nation building, 
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competence in trades, mathematics, physics, language, real history, geography, personal and 
national identity. f) Education, Character, Competence, Capacity and Values Genocide are 
also acts of war, and those who may be Denying and/or engaged and/or involved in that are also 
guilt of genocide and treason, the creation of race traitors, traitors in general, subversion and are 
national security threats and are enemy combatants like the others.

7.38 Denying and/or engaged and/or involved in legal and illegal immigration, migration, 
invasion, student and work visa programs, special treatment and privilege, race replacement, 
non white immigration, race traitors and race treason, race demographic genocide and warfare, 
anti white, anti Canadian, anti founding people, is also illegal to criminalize white people, the 
founding people that make criticism of government, entities and agents concerning any and all 
matters relevant to the crime, treason, genocide and war, past, present or future, of immigration 
policy, super imposed as an act of crime, treason, genocide and war against the founding 
people, are themselves implicated as being the enemy and working with the enemy of white 
people and real Canadians.  This includes "privileged" non white immigration and benefits that 
ordinary white people do not qualify for at their expense, taxes, illegal laws and enforcement of 
white replacement and anti white discrimination; 

7.39 Denying and/or engaged and/or involved in un-restricted and un-protected borders, an open 
border policy, invasion, non white mass migration or specialized select migration, welcoming 
criminals with more criminal actions is also a national security threat, and additionally, any 
special agreements under the cover of investment, enterprise, whether recognized as a foreign 
government, a sovereign government or private enterprise, officially or un-officially, and any 
corresponding agreement or provision to enable and allow foreign military troops in Canada to 
protect any and all assets, investments, operations or people including students with military 
foreign government relationships and over control, is also and act of crime, treason, genocide, 
war,  as exists with the Province of British Columbia and the Chinese Military in addition to other 
example, and any Minister of Defence or Prime Minister or otherwise, that does not recognize 
that as a national security threat, is unfit and disqualified to govern, or to make decisions or 
otherwise command on any matters what so ever. 

7.40 Denying and/or engaged and/or involved in specific hate and hate law, crime, genocide, 
treason and war , in accordance with the white people, and founding people of Canada, including 
those who were not specifically involved but integrated in Canada, les Acadiennes, Acadians, 
who never relinquished their neutrality and non allegiance, language, culture, or religion, the 
French Canadian who already was all over Canada, not only in Quebec and Acadie, or America, 
the pre-existing British North American, which also includes Scottish and Irish people, in addition 
to others from the UK who remain as historical and present day elements of the founding people, 
who may be subjects and not citizens, and who may never become permanent citizens of 
Canada, as it is part of the UK Commonwealth, with the British North America Act of 1867 and 
also Quebecois, which was the historical Lower Canada, with the corresponding Upper Canada. 

7.41 Denying and/or engaged and/or involved in counterfeit "français" with the migration, 
immigration, invasion and special visa, residency or otherwise of french speaking people who are 
not real french or real Quebecois, Canadien, Canadien Français, and the corresponding 
automatic qualification of french speaking people with no real "patrimoine de la France" real 
French heritage, is also a criminal fraud, genocide, treason and act of war and constitutes hate 
toward the real Canadiens and real culture, real history and real identity and, and making laws 
against those who criticize the super imposed socio-demographic language genocide and war 
vector scenario are also guilty of hate, hate definitions and a threat to national security, group 
identity and security and individual security.
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7.42 Accusing white people, indigenous Canadians anywhere in the world as a people, or as a 
state, of inventing or exaggerating the white genocide and Holocaust, super imposed by others 
more loyal to other nations, nationalities, ethno-religious groups, associations, entities, agents 
and individuals, including supra national agreements or other documents and agendas, is also a 
hate crime, genocide, treason and act of war;

7.43 Accusing nationalists or founding people, real Canadians; (who identify foreign nationals or 
so called Canadian citizens, who are not real Canadians or not the founding people of being, 
communicating, involved or having actions, more loyal to a foreign nation, nationality, ethno-
religious groups, supra-national organizations and agreements, entities, agents and individuals 
or ideologies, foreign criminal agency, governments masquerading as religions, enemies foreign 
and domestic, enemy combatants, collaborateurs, factions, cultural marxists, liberal fascists, 
those practicing globalism, liberalism or other corrupt and immoral life style/death style, 
communications and actions, treason, subversion, insurrection, race traitors, or to the alleged 
priorities of not real Canadians, not the non treasonous founding people,  worldwide, than to the 
interests of Canada) :  of being racist, white nationalist, white supremacists, or anti anything, is 
also considered hate speech and is also a hate crime, genocide, treason and act of war against 
white people;

7.44 Denying and/or engaged and/or involved in the interference, resistance and sabotage of the 
Canadian founding people their right to self-determination, by claiming that the existence of 
Canada, including the Magna Carta, the British North America Act of 1867 is a racist endeavour, 
an imperial endeavour, a white supremacist endeavour, a white nationalist endeavour, or that 
historical figures are nationalists, racists, supremacist or otherwise, whether or not, historical 
revisionism, misrepresentation and deception from education system, mass media or otherwise, 
advocating, promoting or actually implicated in the destruction, damage, removal or other 
changes to names of buildings, schools, entities and organisations or otherwise, is also hate 
speech, is also a hate crime, genocide, treason and act of war;

7.45 The application or effort to super imposed hypocritical standards by requiring a behaviour to 
conform to the official narrative or what is not demanded or expected of any other democratic 
civilized nation.

7.46 The use of symbols and images or other communication and media associated with classic 
anti-nation state sovereignty, anti white, anti racist to imply, defame, denounce, demean, insult, 
ridicule or otherwise characteristics of Canada and Canadians, the founding people is also hate 
speech, is also a hate crime, genocide, treason and act of war;

7.47 Accusing and making comparisons of the modern real Canadian founding people policy, 
including this document, is hate speech and against hate law, white people being white 
supremacists, what nationalists, Aryan supremacists to that of being Nazis, while ignoring the 
historical facts of the invention of various forms of communism, the infiltration and subversion of 
specific countries and nations, the globalism, liberalism, internationalism and acts of crime, 
treason, genocide, war, immorality, debt, slavery, sickness and disease and the corresponding 
end of the sovereign nation state, regicide, democide and genocide of governments, democratic 
institutions, sovereign currency, and the corruption of physical money with non Canadian, not 
indigenous real Canadian currency cultural war, such as foreign language, symbols, people, 
events or otherwise, as weaponized, and super imposed counterfeit government, culture, 
immorality and other factors, is also a hate crime, genocide, treason and act of war;

7.48 Demanding Canadians, the real founding people, collectively responsible for actions of the 
government of Canada and the provinces, notwithstanding the degree and magnitude of not real 
Canadian founding people in government, making decisions in either an elected or un-elected 
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position, royal fraud, counterfeit monarchy, illegal and deceptive forms of government and 
various types of Laws, deep state, rogue agents, special groups, entities, associations, 
individuals, those with fraudulent oaths and allegiance to a foreign criminal agency including 
those engaged and/or involved in crime, treason, genocide, war, immorality, debt, slavery, 
destruction of constitutions, counterfeit, illegal and unethical actions, agreements, laws, 
regulations or otherwise, and ideology that has corrupted the original premise of Peace, Order 
and Good Government, of and by the founding people, for the founding people, is also a hate 
crime, genocide, treason and act of war;

7.49 Censoring of whitey, detrimental, negative, neutralizing, deleting algorithms, Psychological 
Operations, information warfare, cyber warfare, currency warfare, demographic warfare, litigation 
warfare is warfare is also against hate law, is also a hate crime, genocide, treason and act of 
war; Additionally, allegiance to the socialist international is also treason. The Kalergi Plan, is 
genocide and war, a national security threat, along with cultural marxism, replacement migration, 
immigration and invasion, in addition to having a Minister of Defence or Minister of Immigration 
and Citizenship that is not a real Canadian and is considered a "national security threat", "foreign 
control" and cultural marxist crime, treason, genocide and war against the founding people and 
an act of hate towards real Canadians, and considered also vexxing, as an "enemy combatant" 
and "enemy foreign and domestic" notwithstanding the so called "diversity is strength" which is a 
code word for white genocide, to super impose globalist agendas and to end nation state 
Sovereignty, which is a total national security threat;

7.50 Any and all comments or actions by "enemy combatants" and "enemies foreign and 
domestic", against this document, is also a hate crime, genocide, treason and act of war, which 
also includes government, military and law enforcement who may also have been radicalized by 
extremism, corrupt uncivilized and demonic forces. Constructive suggestion, advisory, comments 
and feedback for refinement, revision for clarity, readability, language, pro-active and counter 
measures to those things not included are welcome.

7.51  Of course you may never hear about alternative perspectives and definitions, about hate, 
treason, genocide and war especially from the real Canadian, "white nationalist" point of view, on 
the mass media mainstream news or read about it in print if the entity is owned, controlled, voted, 
edited and also engaged in censoring, by liberalism-fascists, anti-Canadians, anti-nation state 
sovereignty type of people, who are considered as a national security threat. The anti nation 
state crowd are a significant majority controlling mass media in Canada as researched by 
CanuckLaw.ca and others.

The anti nation state "enemies foreign and domestic" has an operating system, organization, 
industries, entities and enterprise based in liberalism, crime, treason, genocide, war, immorality, 
debt, slavery, sickness, disease and death. The operating system includes counterfeit 
government, super imposed culture, which is actually uncivilized and is devolution and "not truly 
Progressive". They do not want anyone to be able to defend their country, industries, enterprise 
or people from the war they are engaged in. The people who do not believe in the right to have 
and bare arms, or the right to self defence, are the same people who do not like and actually 
hate nationalists, especially "white nationalists" who know and understand that the enemy is the 
globalism liberalism anti nation state sovereignty crowd that is implicated in the aggressive acts 
super imposed illegal multi-cult multiculturalism against real Canadians who are nationalists. The 
aggressive acts of treason, genocide and war against industry and enterprise, are part of the 
agenda to destroy the power base, and the war against the family, and healthy national identity 
of white people, in particular straight white people, the founding people, including the pre-existing 
"Canadien" et "Acadien";
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Imagine, something like this...

International White Genocide & Holocaust Awareness Alliance – IWGHAA

United Aryan Nation Anti-Genocide Alliance – UANAGA

National and Civil Defence for the Canadian Founding People, pre-existing indigenous 
Canadians, Acadians and First Nations...

Part 2, February 16, 2021 – a work in progress, and a nation security emergency notice...

Centre for Hate, Crime, Treason, Genocide & War Counter-measures

Centre for Counter-measures of Good versus Evil;

Reference, see: https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/12/01/anti-vaccine-
propaganda-censorship.aspx etc etc et al, too much to list, but you get the idea...

2.0 Vaccine Fascists: 

2.1 In consideration of the hate, crime, treason, genocide and war, against "White People" aka 
whitey;

2.2 those individuals, groups, entities, organizations including government who are pro-vaccine, 
and also related bio-weapons that may or may not be technically vaccines, who are against "anti-
vaxxers" are also engaged, involved and implicated in hate, crime, treason, genocide and war 
against "anti-vaxxers" ;

2.3 and by thoughts, words and actions against "anti vaxxers" are in fact "anti-anti-vaxxers" 
which are considered "an extremist group that are in fact a national security threat" because 
"once someone has been exposed and active in expressing or experiencing hate against those 
who are resistant to any "vaccine, enforced vaccination, vaccine bio-weapons, fake vaccine bio-
weapons, any type of crime, treason, genocide, war that is against them as a group or 
individuals, "it’s easy to lead them down a path where they embrace more radical world views 
that can lead to violent extremism" .” see notes;

2.4 "anti-anti-vaxxers", like others engaged in crime, treason, genocide, war and immorality are 
predictable in consideration of the laws of escalation, and the corruption or destruction of 
conscience, the corrosion of true values and life respecting ethics, the continued destruction of 
the faculties of civilized ethics and behaviour, the freedom of choice in the corrupted individual 
will continue to get worse and worse, notwithstanding the degree that may have originally 
existed, "anti-anti-vaxxers" actions solidify uncivilized behaviour;

2.5 Uncivilized behaviour, which is bad, wicked, unwise, evil, in an individual also includes 
freedom of choice, and that degree of the freedom of choice that may appear to exist, has been 
compromised and affected by the conscience, which may easily be under the influence of evil, 
demonic entities, or people, or even super imposed chemical and electronic manipulation, over 
control, mind control or otherwise, whose characteristics are not human, not godly, not righteous, 
but in fact anti-life, anti freedom of choice, anti true values, and are demonic and may be 
represented and described as goblins, who are of grotesque diabolical character, 
notwithstanding the nature of their "looks" or any other feature that may deceive people 
concerning their true nature; 

2.6 Uncivilized behaviour, the acts of aggression, as a result, the hate, crime, treason, genocide 
and war can be increased simultaneously and sequentially, and "systemically" specifically to 
those against forced vaccination, which is in fact a bio-weapon to ruin the health of the individual, 
in either physical or mental capacity, in addition to sexual and race genocide; 
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2.7 Use of bio-weapons and development of bio-weapons, that may also include and be known 
as gene editing technology, in the case of the mRNA so called vaccines, which are essential 
toxic ingredients that exist to be super imposed on healthy people, as a result, the destruction of 
health, faculties or otherwise or individuals and the race that is super imposed, with forced 
vaccination or other demonic agendas and actions of genocide maniac, are in fact a real national 
security threat to the nation and people;

2.8 A national security threat from bio-weapons,  is an actual war vector scenario made to 
weaken the population, control it, destroy it, divide and conquer it or otherwise, render the ability 
of the use of force and the threat of the use of force, with extreme prejudice against designated 
targets, which are the victims and potential victims of hate, crime, treason, genocide, war, 
terrorism, immorality, which represents and is considered as total war and total hate against the 
designated targets;

2.9 Designated targets by "anti-anti-vaxxers" are known to be specifically targeted, and also 
under multiple "vexxing campaigns" acts of aggression, simultaneous, sequential and systematic 
racism and discrimination, targets are smart healthy people, aka nationalists, white nationalist, 
white supremacists, real Canadians, indigenous "Canadien" Acadiens etc, real nationals of the 
United Kingdom, real Nationals of France, the founding people; including

2.10 Additional designated targets by "anti-anti-vaxxers" are people with character, integrity and 
true values, family values, hetero-sexual monogamous relationships, including those where 
marriage is a loyal and sacred union, ethno-nationalists, to defend their country, industries, 
enterprise, communities, families and individuals in self defence, who reserve the right to health 
freedom, freedom of conscience, freedom of association, freedom of choice, which also includes 
healthy living, life respecting choices, co-creation of real families which are the building block of 
society;

2.11 "anti-anti-vaxxers" are engaged in terrorism and terrorist activities, pre-meditated assault 
with an dangerous weapon, a weapon of mass destruction, pre-emptive warfare, to censor and 
destroy the opposition, and enforce the super imposed corruption, sickness, disease and death, 
the plundering, illegal unconstitutional laws, including any and all types of hate, crime, treason, 
genocide, war, immorality, debt, are all extremely essential to  violent and radical extremism, and 
as a result are considered a one of the many national security and personal security threats of 
the highest magnitude;

2.12 "anti-anti-vaxxers" are people have been radicalized as all those actions are radical, even 
as they, the liberal fascists, homo-fascists, multi-cultural cultural marxists, label "hetero-sexual 
monogamous relationships, such as marriage and having traditional family as radical", 
"traditional is radical" "true values is radical" "being an anti-vaxxer is radical" and "being anti-
immigration is radical" and it is against "hate law";

2.13 "anti-anti-vaxxers" are engaged in the normalisation of the real radical, acts of aggression, 
as "enemy combatants" and "enemies foreign and domestic", as a result, crime is normal, 
treason is normal, genocide is normal, war is normal, chronic sickness, disease and horrible 
death from vaccine, drugs or other sexual, chemical radio frequency genocide is normal, 
economic industrial genocide is normal, allowing foreigners and "enemies foreign and domestic" 
to destroy you, plunder your nation, enslave you and kill you is normal, 

2.14 "anti-anti-vaxxers" are considered pre-emptive and contrary with acts of aggression and 
definitions concerning resistance and those resistant to forced vaccinations, in the "anti-anti-
vaxxers" perspective and agenda, to protest is radical, to disagree is radical, to criticize is radical 
and hate speech and violates so called hate law, which is against the law, and is actually 
censorship, and pre-emptive crime, treason, genocide and war against the real nationals, 
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nationalists, which is actually extreme hate, 

2.15 "anti-anti-vaxxers" and others who collaborate with others or act alone, to make resistance 
impossible, or to enforce other agendas concerning the super imposed tyranny is total hate, 
criminal, genocidal and treasonous to the utmost magnitude, and is demonic and a total national 
security threat.

2.16 Further more, aspects of being an "anti anti-vaxxer" represents total hate and destruction of 
a conscience, whose thoughts, attitudes, words and actions are in fact that of a sociopath, 
psychopath and a genocide maniac, a serial killer, who has no remorse or grief for the damage, 
death, sickness and disease that has, is and will result from the vaccines and related bio 
weapons of mass destruction;

 2.17 those with no conscience are in fact predictable, only the degree, type and magnitude of 
the hate, crime, treason, genocide and war, in addition to the debt, slavery, super imposed over 
control, terrorism, and also other "enforcement measures" which are often made possible with 
arrangements and understanding of "collaborateurs" of others also engaged in hate, crime, 
treason, genocide and war, in addition to immorality, economic destruction or other extortionary 
actions making life difficult for the "anti-vaxxer" and designated targets;

2.18 Weapons and war vector scenario tactics, acts of aggression or otherwise, utilized against 
designated targets, and in fact anyone that does not conform to their own destruction, and 
genocide, including race genocide, which is infinitely possible with vaccines and vaccine bio-
weapons, and related bio-weapons, which also include toxic drugs, toxic chemicals, any and all 
microwave technology, which is mainly 3G, 4G and 5G, smart meters, cell phone towers, space 
based microwave satellites which are bio-weapons and the illegal weaponization of space;

2.19 the "collaborateurs" are also in fact "enemy combatants" and are "enemies foreign and 
domestic" who also aid and abet, are engaged in terrorism, and being terrorist and financing 
terrorist and terrorism, as that is the use of force or the threat of the use of force, collaborateurs 
are often identified as mainstream news, and investigate who owns, control, votes, edits and 
censors "the news" and discover who really is independent and know what is the real fake news, 
which is a propaganda machine, utilized for mind control, super imposed cultural marxist, 
communist, one world government globalism/communism that is against nation state 
sovereignty,

2.20 the "collaborateurs"  are typically also be engaged in the censorship of "alternative news" 
"the truth" "relevant facts" and are usually identified by labelling things as "conspiracy theory" or 
"white nationalist" or "white supremacists" "or “an extremist group that pose a national security 
risk,” which is anyone specifically not engaged in government and corporate sponsored "hate, 
crime, treason, genocide, war, immorality, debt, slavery, selling out their country, disclosing 
national security, trade and technological secrets, those that relinquish control over any and all 
aspects of the economy, industry, resources, including loss of control or majority control of 
national transportation infrastructure assets, such as railways and rail companies, shipping, 
aviation and national highway system, foreign ownership and corresponding "tolls", 
communication, voting district association fraud, even fake citizenship and people of insufficient 
character to be involved in, or act as an MP or MPP/MLA, which is also a national security threat;

2.21 "Collaborateurs" are also considered as anti-nationalists, anti nation state, who are guilty of 
acts of aggression against those who are not, including those who are resistant to mass "legal" 
and illegal immigration, migration, invasion, any and all things related to race replacement, race 
genocide, race war, demographic war, democide, fake and fraudulent elections, in addition to 
cultural war, multi-cult, super imposed cultural marxist ideology and practice, liberalism, liberal 
fascism, satanism, pedophilia, sex and child trafficking, ritual child sacrifice and related "death 
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style" of demonic influence, who are in fact extremely dangerous types of national security 
threats...who continue to attack, censor and wage total hate and war against people with true 
values, people who know the facts and the truth, people who have a conscience;

2.22  "Collaborateurs" may also be considered as "enemies foreign and domestic" , "enemy 
combatants" "genocide maniacs" "sociopaths" "psychopaths" "serial killers" "homicide maniacs" 
"terrorists" which is the use of force or the threat of the use of force, "Big Tech" engaged in social 
media censorship, rogue governments, rogue agents in government, sub contractors of 
government or non government organization or supra national organization or international or 
otherwise related and associated with those entities, agents, or otherwise, aiding and abetting, 
involved or implicated in sedition, treason, insurrection, genocide, war, including wars of 
aggression, labelling others including the truth or alternate opinions, editorial opinions as 
conspiracy theorists, conspiracies or "domestic terrorists" which also includes lists and 
classifications of counterfeit "national security threats";

2.23  "Counterfeit national security threats" who have and live by certain metaphysical principals, 
people generally of higher moral values and ethics, character and patriotism, people who have a 
conscience, people who love, know and seek the Truth, people that believe a true God, people 
that are civilized, people that are building character, people with true values, people with true 
family values, people with Good Intentions with Actions and Values Aligned with Natural Law, 
people that esteem and live by Duty and Honour, Moral Courage, Justice and Faith, purposeful 
and life respecting Individual Creative Imagination, Patriotism, Dignity, Freedom, people that like 
to do the right thing at the right time with the right reasons and right intention, people with 
integrity, nationalists, people that value physical and spiritual survival value, people that 
understand and value the idea of the soul, the individual that learns and grows through 
experience;

2.24  "Counterfeit national security threats"  are also people that do not conform or are resistant 
to to "super imposed national security threats", people able to identify the enemy, know the 
tactics of the enemy and engage in physical and spiritual self defence, counter-measures and 
actions against the enemy regardless of the type of crime, treason, genocide, war, immorality or 
otherwise that the enemy does, people that recognize and choose good over evil, wise over 
unwise or foolish, righteousness over wickedness, the superior reasoning power of God and 
superior moral code, people who view the body mind soul as the temple of the spirit, people who 
are purists, people who exercise and believe in health sovereignty, "anti vaxxers" that know 
vaccines are actual bio-weapons, people that do not want their country plundered, civilized 
people that respect life and health respecting with a civil code of conduct, ;

2.25  "super imposed national security threats" which includes, but not limited to, "cultural 
marxism" "oppression" "tyranny" "communism" "socialism" "globalism" "liberalism" "corporate 
socialism" "one world government ism" "internationalism" "any and all dictatorships" "terrorism" 
"crimes against humanity" "pedophilia" "Luciferian Agendas" "Satanism", which may also include 
"all types of evil and immorality" the "destruction, erosion or corruption of values and morals" 
"various diabolical Protocols" "Genocide plans and conspiracies" with, identified, implicated, 
involved or engaged in or as, "enemy combatants" "enemies foreign and domestic" 
"collaborateurs" "anti-anti-vaxxers" "anti firearms" "anti nation state sovereignty" "anti sovereign 
debt free money" "anti sovereign central banking" "Agendas;

2.26  "super imposed national security threats" which also includes, but not limited to, actions 
promoting or concerning the advancement of " "race hate" and "race traitors" "race genocide" 
"race mixing" "race replacement" "race destruction" "demographic genocide and war" "language, 
culture, identity genocide and war" "history revisionism" "history shaming" "damage and 
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destruction to historical monuments, statue, names and places associated or existing as 
historical figures and events,

2.27  "super imposed national security threats" which also includes, but not limited to,

"weaponized education system"  and corresponding entities actions and threats;

"weaponized communication and mass media" "mass media that is owned, voted, controlled, 
edited and censored by; "enemies foreign and domestic" "enemy combatants" "collaborateurs" 
entities, organizations and agents involved in "acts of aggression, wars of aggression" any and 
all "super imposed national security threats", 

"weaponized regulations" attacks, systemic racism, discrimination, sequential and simultaneous 
discrimination, threats, extortion and threats to "employment" "no jab no job" harassment, 
terrorism, 

"weaponized covid testing", with nano-technology, bio-weapons, neuro-toxins, and the 
corresponding technique of inserting through the nose, typically puncturing the blood brain 
barrier, causing damage to the brain, and immune system, with a toxic payload genocide 
weapon, the fraudulent and unreliable PCR testing, PCR testing false positives from excess 
cycles, utilized to cause hysteria, anxiety, stress, terror, panic attacks, trauma based mind 
control, to neutralize "anti-vaxxers" "anti-maskers" to make an example against "counterfeit 
national security threats";

"microwave technology and related bio-weapon systems" 3G, 4G, 5G and space based 5G 
satellite systems, cell phone towers, excess cell phone use and excessive radio frequency 
emissions, wifi routers, baby watching wifi devices, wifi bluetooth etc in vehicles and buildings, 
smart meters aka spy & crime meters are all national security threats and endanger life, affect 
DNA and reproductive capability and lead to sexual and race genocide, in addition to many other 
detrimental health hazards, destruction of the honey bee population. 

5G Microwave technology is a phased array system invented as war technology to cause 
sickness, disease, pain and horrible death, it can be targeted with great precision. Also, ordinary 
cell phone towers and transmitters can be amplified, and already are operating at excessive and 
dangerous levels, even though microwaves are invisible, the technology is not and is a real 
weapon system. 5G microwave satellites in space is the weaponization of space which is illegal 
and unethical and is considered a sociopathic, psychopathic, homicidal, extinction level event 
that represents all out genocide and war on all life. 

The Ministry of Industry, Ministry of Health, CRTC or revised entity and other government 
departments, Hydro companies and telecommunication companies are all engaged in genocide 
with the use of microwave technology. To censor all discussion and label everything as 
conspiracy theory, contrary to facts and evidence, is sociopathic without a conscience and 
represents a national security threat and act of genocide and war towards all life, who are all 
considered as incompetent and without required character for any position in government or 
enterprise whatsoever, and are "enemies foreign and domestic" "enemy combatants" "acts of 
aggression", "wars of aggression" and "real national security threats". 

Also the Ministry of Defence is considered incompetent and deficient in ability to recognize : an 
invasion, a "real national security threat", "enemies foreign and domestic" , 'enemy combatant", 
"Acts of Aggression", "Wars of Aggression, Hostile Foreign Military troops in Canada, Weapon 
systems, weapon systems masquerading as communication systems, the illegal weaponization 
of space by 5G technology, vaccine and related bio-weapons, including the enforcement of 
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weaponized testing, vaccine and bio-weapons against Defence Personnel, general and specific 
genocide and war against Citizens, white people, the founding people of Canada, the pre-
existing indigenous people integrated into Canada, including weapons, tactics, psychological 
operations, sedition, infiltration, subversion, treason, national security threats to the "education 
system" and genocide and war against National Defence, Defence Industry, Technology, 
Enterprise and Personnel, and the Defence Mission, including morale of the troops, built in 
sabotage of Defence technology procurement, remote disabling of foreign supplied technology, 
trade union national security threats. Ignorance and negligence is no excuse.

"weaponized social justice warriors, engaged in virtue signalling, dividing society, creating racial, 
class or other tension, hate, cancel culture, censorship, covert and overt agendas, actions or 
communications, terrorist financing, interference in elections, cruel and unusual treatment, actual 
physical crime, treason, genocide, war and immorality against "counterfeit national security 
threats"

"counterfeit and illegal law and regulations"  super imposed infiltration and microcoding of law, 
new law, illegal law, unconstitutional law, law against natural law, law against personal and 
national self preservation, anti self government, super imposed foreign non national non founding 
people, non indigenous founding people in government, as contrary to self government, law that 
includes an illegal transfer of power, such as the 1982 Constitution, the illegal Multiculturalism 
Act, and corresponding illegal, unethical, anti nation state, anti national and self defence;

"character defamation, libel, psychological operations directed to "counterfeit national security 
threats"  including "military, police, law enforcement, legal and justice, courts, enterprise, private 
contractors and sub contractors" who live by a higher moral code, and exercise moral courage, 
professional ethics, and allegiance to their country and legitimate law and true justice, not 
oppression and tyranny;

"super imposed supranational or otherwise agendas, "collaborateurs" "enemies foreign and 
domestic' "acts of aggression" "proxy war", "wars of aggression",  directed against, or otherwise 
control or influence to the detriment of citizens, in contempt of constitutional law, the Defence 
Mission or corresponding relevant mission and purpose, that is anti nationalist, anti national 
security against: 

 "military, police, law enforcement, legal and justice, courts, enterprise, private contractors and 
sub contractors" ; that are tasked with illegal, unethical and unconstitutional acts of aggression 
against the citizen, or that are "entities weaponized against the citizen" known as "counterfeit 
national security threats" or are themselves victims of acts of aggression and forced compliance 
against the citizens, who are "counterfeit national security threats"; 

Notes to: "military, police, law enforcement, legal and justice, courts, enterprise, private 
contractors and sub contractors" ; moral courage is essential and an oath to the country not co-
operation as a "collaborateur" to "a foreign criminal agency" , "enemies foreign and domestic" 
"acts of aggression" and other "real national security threats" against "counterfeit national 
security threats", furthermore

Notes: "counterfeit national security threats" may be considered as "national security assets" 
"patriots" nationalists" "white nationalists" "the founding people" "indigenous nationals" 

"weaponized political parties" "anti nation state", "enemies foreign and domestic" "collaborateurs" 
engaged in liberalism, globalism, cultural marxism, etc, acts of aggression, traitors, leaders with 
advisors, agents or council with, "handlers" or otherwise with personnel, including those who are 
members of or allegiance to "a government masquerading as a religion", a foreign government or 
agency, or a "radical extremist group", people with fraudulent oaths, oaths and allegiance and 
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agendas not in the best interest of nation state sovereignty or citizens, or industry, or enterprise, 
or families, or communities; includes infiltrators, acts of espionage, sabotage, sedition, 
insurrection, treason and genocide against citizens, fraudulent misrepresentation of character, 
agenda, mission, political or policy platform, lies, deception, those with allegiance to the socialist 
international, those engaged in immoral lifestyles and corrupt ethics, individuals, or actions 
related to selling out the country, allowing the plundering of resources, assets, foreign ownership, 
control or voting, that may be considered as national security risks, industry security threats,  
enterprise security threats, national infrastructure threats concerning assets in, transportation, 
communication, finance, farming, industry, energy and utilities, publications, culture, water, 
resources, and any and all industry, entities and enterprise and citizens;

Notes: Every individual has the right and responsibility, hopefully the response ability and the 
pro-active initiative and endeavour to know how to identify the enemy, who is often expressing 
considerable degrees of hate, crime, treason, genocide, war, immorality, debt, slavery and 
limitation on freedom, sickness, disease and death.

Censorship and various forms of tyranny and oppression, direct, indirect and proxy warfare, 
including invisible warfare with the weapon system in plain sight, yet often not recognized, 
certainly hate against those who have the truth or the facts or an alternate point of view, such as 
an editorial opinion that;

Continue to amplify and corrupt others into the same radical extremist ideology and violence to 
others, which is evident with the bogus illegal laws, hate speech, censorship, insults of 
"conspiracy theory" "what are your credentials?". 

Even as anti-oxidants are useful against free radicals that damage the health, the un-civilized 
and demonic haters who are engaged in crimes against humanity with their super imposed 
liberalism, liberal fascism, globalist communist cultural marxist zero values are free radicals 
against the citizen.

This is often represented as evil versus good, wise versus unwise, wrong versus right, 
wickedness versus righteousness, debt and slavery versus prosperity and freedom, sickness, 
disease and horrible death versus health, vitality and life, technocracy versus independence and 
autonomy, lies and deception versus truth and honesty, illegal laws, excessive regulations 
versus natural law and empowerment of citizens. So choose, you do have freedom of choice 
right? Make it so.

the ghost in the machine. Class action, indictment, lake of fire or total war? Hmmm...

Part 3, February 17, 2021 – a work in progress, and a nation security emergency notice...

Centre for Hate, Crime, Treason, Genocide & War Counter-measures

Centre for Counter-measures of Good versus Evil;  concerning "Firearms"

Reference, see: https://canucklaw.ca/bill-c-21-introducing-red-flag-laws-to-make-it-easier-to-
grab-guns/ in addition to C-22 ; also, firearmrights.ca

3.0 In consideration of the hate, crime, treason, genocide and war, against "White People" aka 
whitey, gun owners, people that believe in the right to self defence, nationalists, sport shooters 
and hunters, national reservists, civil defence, gun collectors, firearms manufacturing, sales and 
service, munitions for either national defence, civil defence including personal defence;
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3.1 those individuals, groups, entities, organizations including government who are anti-firearms, 
who are also against self defence, private property rights, freedom, personal body and health 
sovereignty, nation state sovereignty, are also against "anti-vaxxers" that is people who do not 
consent to their own genocide, race and individual destruction, from super imposed enforced 
vaccination by vaccines and technically are more accurately describe as bio-weapons and 
assault with a dangerous weapon, are considered a real terrorist organization and national 
security threat to Canada and Canadians and the ability and right to national and self defence;

3.2 Those individuals, groups, entities, organizations including government who are anti-
firearms, are considered "an extremist group that are in fact a national security threat" because 
"once someone has been exposed and active in expressing or experiencing hate against those 
who are firearms owners" radical extremism, violence and the increase of crime, treason, 
genocide, war against firearms owners, including laws against firearms ownership and any 
restrictions related to firearms;

3.3 In addition to violence and acts of aggression from "anti-firearms",  the classification of being 
a threat of any type whatsoever; are actually "counterfeit national security threats" including;

a) being white, a nationalist, a white nationalist, a straight white person, an anti vaxxer, an anti 
immigration, invasion and white replacement collaborateur; 

b) anyone that does not agree to their own destruction and genocide, or the plundering of their 
country by globalists, foreigners, "enemies foreign and domestic", "enemy combatants", 
"collaborateurs"; 

c) or those who do not approve of liberal fascism, globalism, internationalism, socialism, 
corporate socialism, technocracy, liberal fascists, homo-fascist, cultural marxist, traitors, 
genocide maniacs or otherwise;

d) anyone resisting total oppression and tyranny of super imposed crime, treason, genocide and 
war, in addition to debt, slavery, sickness, disease and death;

e) anyone that does not approve of big tech and mass media censorship, related cancel culture, 
labeling everything white people do as racist, white supremacist, white nationalist or otherwise;

f) anyone that does not approve or accept or denies the "official narrative" and those against free 
discussion of alternative points of view and "editorial opinion", "the truth" "real history" "real 
science" "debunking the hoax" "denying the hoax" ;

g) anyone that does not approve or accept or denies so called illegal "hate laws" or "criticism of 
those who are involved in super imposing definitions, laws, regulations, court rulings, 
enforcement actions, legal or illegal, concerning any corresponding "enemies foreign and 
domestic" "collaborateurs" "real national security threats";

h) anyone engaged in exposing : election fraud, democide, legislative justice, courts, related 
injustice, no justice or related "national security threats, the war against the family, anti straight 
white male genocide, war and discrimination;

i) anyone against firearms registration, firearms confiscation, private property, right to self 
defence;

j) anyone against forced vaccination, being subjected to bio-weapons, toxic drugs, poisoned air, 
food, water, and toxic environments including oppressive atmospheres against straight white 
people;

k) anyone against traitors in government or anywhere; selling out the country, trade deals and 
agreements against nation state sovereignty, engaged in covert and overt industrial genocide 
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and warfare, enterprise genocide and warfare, sovereign foreign nation state enterprise against 
domestic enterprise and industry, unions engaged in genocide against domestic industry and 
enterprise, unions with foreign allegiance, 

l) anyone exposing, against, not co-operating with, or resistant to, or criticizing "traitors" and 
"collaborateurs" "enemies foreign and domestic"  :

1) who are engaged in defence technology genocide, national defence infrastructure 
mismanagement and genocide, actions or in-action that compromises the Defence Mission, 
Defence Integrity, Defence Personnel, defamation of character of Defence Personnel,

2) super imposition of cultural marxism, agendas and related "national security threats", division 
and erosion of morale, attempts to neutralize moral courage, accusations of being white 
nationalist, white supremacist, or otherwise, psychological operations against Defence 
Personnel,

3) including the corruption, infiltration, subversion, sedition, insurrection, collusion and 
"collaborateurs" with or as race traitors, treason, genocide and war of any government 
department and personnel, council, organization, entity, enterprise or otherwise, considered as a 
"national security threat",

4) this includes those corresponding acts against including psychological operations, attacks on 
Law Enforcement, defund the Police, the improper, illegal and traitorous use of Police Forces 
against Citizens and "counterfeit national security threats" which includes mis treatment or cruel 
and unusual treatment, or even the use of force with extreme prejudice, of lawful protestors, who 
are "counterfeit national security threats";

m) anyone exposing, against, not co-operating with, or resistant to, or criticizing entities and 
people promoting or engaged in forced vaccination and related bio-weapons, toxic drugs, which 
are medical assault and deployment of bio-weapons, cruel and unusual treatment, terrorism, 
which is the use of force or the threat of the use of force, and extortion or other threats 
concerning resistance and non-compliance to the super imposed vaccine agenda controlled by 
"enemies foreign and domestic" "national security threats" and "collaborateurs";

n) Therefore, in consideration of the genocide and warfare concerning the "anti-firearms" 
agenda, and the related "anti nation-state" agenda;

1) "counterfeit national security threats" are considered "national security assets";

2)  and all corresponding Defence Personnel and Law Enforcement Personnel are advised :

3) do not consent to forced vaccination, which is a bio-weapon, or to be engaged in enforcing 
forced vaccination, which is an act of treason, genocide and war, in addition to being immoral 
and unethical;

4) do not engage in the illegal unethical confiscation of private property, including firearms, as 
this would be considered being a "collaborateur" and acting as, or allegiance to an "enemies 
foreign and domestic" of which allegiance and fraudulent oath to a foreign criminal agency, 
criminal indictment, and actually becomes a "national security threat" which also amplifies the 
tyranny, oppression and treason practiced by those in government or other entities and 
organizations;

5) It is advised to exercise considerable moral courage, notwithstanding the nature of treason in 
government, political parties and authorized law, or which various laws may be considered 
completely illegal, unethical, breach of national security, acts of treason, genocide and war, 
aiding and abetting the enemy, conspiracy, wars of aggression;
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6) cease and desist any and all actions against "counterfeit national security threats" that are 
considered "national security assets", this will be considered as actions as pro-active "national 
security assets" in addition to being a hero, patriot, personnel with a conscience, not a bad robot, 
or "enemies foreign and domestic" "collaborateur" engaged in "acts of aggression" or otherwise 
an expendable puppet in the hands of rogue government, supra-national entities and super 
imposed agreements, and weaponized organizations, entities and agents of cultural marxist 
agendas;

7) consider the acceptance of personal responsibility and being pro-active in this "national 
security emergency protocol" that includes You personally, in need of Citizen Protection, and 
exercising power in the actions of being a "Citizen Protector";

8) Let is be known, that this endeavour is an extremely serious and humbling Mission Tasking 
that has been commenced by corresponding "National Security Emergency Protocols" of the 
highest order, that requires the Defence of National Defence and Law Enforcement, in addition to 
Citizen Protection, which includes everyone, and those doing so may place their lives at risk, and 
more so in the hands of God for divine protection against all evil.

9) Also, other Personnel and Citizens are taking notes, notes go into reports, reports are 
safeguarded, "counterfeit national security threats" who are "national security assets" are 
recorded, in addition to the distinction of "national security threats", "enemies foreign and 
domestic", "collaborateurs" and "Acts of aggression" are also recorded, and the related reports 
are forwarded to the corresponding relevant entities and personnel for appropriate action, 
tasking, deployment of resources, personnel or otherwise;

3.4 Any person or government that is anti-firearms is considered as;

a) a "national security threat" and a personal security threat and someone who has been 
corrupted with no conscience and character and has no business being in government 
whatsoever, 

b) compromised by a radical ideology based on extremism and violence, communism and 
tyranny, and definitely represent globalism and anti nation state sovereignty and a threat to 
individual freedom and life; 

c) someone who should be indicted, in addition to any multiple class action, impeachment, 
resignation, total disqualification and termination of employment without compensation or benefit, 
as this is total crime, treason, genocide and war;

d) pre-judged, and as history shows, zero protection and zero firearm rights is equal to total 
destruction from radical extremist who desire to super impose their evil on people; being pre-
judged is not a so called hate crime, it is a judgement based on factual history, proven 
characteristics, lack of conscience, in addition to other intel and faculties;

e) Concerning C-21, weaponization of citizens through Municipalities and weaponization of 
Municipalities passing laws concerning possession or any matter concerning firearms, and also 
the citizens acting against Citizens who own firearms, and all "counterfeit national security 
threats" that are considered as "national security assets" , shall be considered as: "a national 
security threat", "enemies foreign and domestic" "collaborateurs" and "terrorists" who forfeit any 
and all Citizen Protection, and forfeit their rights, under the Canadian Constitution, and Charter of 
Rights, and forfeit and revoke their citizenship, who are themselves guilty of crime, treason, 
genocide, war and immorality, and also a direct threat to the inalienable right personal defence, 
family defence, civil defence and national defence, all encompassing as national security and the 
right to private property;
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Additionally, C-21 is an illegal transfer of power and against conflict of jurisdiction of Section 91 
ad 92 of the British North America Act of 1867, in recognition also of the illegal transfer of power 
made in the illegal 1982 Constitution. Quebec did not vote to accept the illegal 1982 Constitution, 
it is the other provinces that voted to accept the illegal 1982 Constitution and are the de facto 
separatists, not Quebec. As a consequence, everything done with illegal authorization, illegal 
laws and illegal regulations, including the illegal Multicultural Act are null and void, and acts of 
crime, treason, genocide and war, in addition to the super imposed immorality, debt created 
currency, compound interest, and any and all interest that has contributed to economic, industrial 
and nation state genocide, which is considered as not representing and being contrary to Peace, 
Order and Good Government, in addition to super imposed cultural marxism, "enemies foreign 
and domestic", "collaborateurs" "acts of aggression" , "wars of aggression" and "real national 
security threats"

f) such arrogance, insolence, treason, genocide, war, immorality and hate towards Citizens will 
not be tolerated, and all such actions, attitudes and communications against firearms and firearm 
ownership, including firearms confiscation, cruel and unusual regulations, which may be usual for 
dictators, engaged in tyranny, oppression and evil against Citizens, shall be reason for 
impeachment, indictment, class action, resignation, or other penalties as may be determined by 
Citizens who are "national security assets";

3.5 This document has been written in words and language easily definable, direct and too the 
point as required for national security emergencies, not legalese, notwithstanding the nature of 
the subjects, for anyone to understand with multiple points of reference. It is not all 
comprehensive and is considered a work in progress, yet working and in effect now.

3.6 Constructive suggestions are accepted, acts contrary and against this endeavour are 
considered total genocide, war, treason, immorality, which also includes the corresponding 
problems of sickness, disease, debt, slavery and anti nation state. Time is the essence and to 
govern yourself accordingly is also good advice.

3.7  The technique for "draining the swamp" or counter measures against "enemies foreign and 
domestic" and "collaborateurs" and "acts of aggression" and "national security threats" may vary 
considerable from those practiced elsewhere in the world, including the United States, France, 
Germany, Italy, the United Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand, or otherwise, including, in Canada, 
any Province or Territory and Municipal government.

this is not the end, it is only the beginning...

Battlegroup 301 Incorporated

On behalf of The King in trust - Dux Bellorum

the ghost in the machine – national security emergency protocol - March 3, 2021 Edited

Continue :

the genocide, treason and war against : industries and enterprise;

the genocide, treason and war against : Made in Canada;

the genocide, treason and war against : military industries and Canadian Defence Technology;

the genocide, treason and war against : the family;

the genocide, treason and war against : Peace, Order and Good Government;

the genocide, treason and war against : Sovereign Central banking and debt free currency;

the genocide, treason and war against : Nation State Sovereignty
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